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SKI JUMPING AND NORDIC COMBINED IN VAL DI FIEMME
AFTER THE TOUR DE SKI

Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping in Val di Fiemme from 10th to 12th January
Interview with the two Italian Nordic Combiners Alessandro Pittin and Samuel Costa
Competitions at the Ski Jump Arena in Predazzo and the Cross-Country Stadium in Lago di Tesero
Online ticket sales until 9th January for the Ski Jumping competitions


After the 14th edition of the Tour de Ski, the Fiemme Ski World Cup committee will now organise the FIS Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping World Cup competitions from 10th to 12th January, thus completing the twelve World Cup events organised in ten days in Val di Fiemme.
The athletes will compete on the normal hill (HS 104) because of the snow problems on the large hill (HS 135). The Italian athletes Alessandro Pittin and Samuel Costa don’t seem to be worried about this change: “I think it doesn’t make any difference, I had no problem with competing on the large hill either. Maybe there could be smaller gaps, but we don’t know, we haven’t competed on that hill since the 2013 World Championships”, stated Pittin. Even Costa doesn't know what to expect: "I always like to jump on large hills, but it’s hard to say what will change in terms of results". What are your feelings before the start and after this long break? "I’ve good feelings – continued Pittin – we haven't competed for several days, so it will be like starting from scratch and we'll have to see if the others are still in good shape. You have to find the right feeling on the jumping hill. The course in Lago di Tesero is quite tough and suits me well; lately I have trained there often". "Good news" also from Samuel Costa: "We trained in Seefeld, the training sessions helped me a lot because in the last races, like Ramsau, I had some problems on the hill. I managed to improve and now we are in Predazzo. The break was positive for me, I had time to train".
They have both individual and team goals: "I'll do my best and try to get in the top ten (Pittin 11th and Costa 12th in Ramsau) in the individual races, then there will be the team sprint where we have always achieved good results in recent years," said Pittin. What are Costa's goals? "I want to jump well and start from the top positions, then we'll see. I really like the team sprint and I'm happy it takes place in Val di Fiemme". And the favourites? The Norwegians seem to have got the better of the Germans: "For several years now Norway and Germany have been in the leading positions – continues Alessandro – they have very strong teams, it is difficult to keep their pace, I think the Norwegians will be the strongest this weekend too". Costa agrees: "The Norwegians improved a lot in the jump, you can't make any mistakes, they always start in the lead and it's easy for them to control the cross-country races. We have to roll up our sleeves and improve on the hill, we can keep their pace in the cross-country race. My parents and my family arrive on Friday. It's always nice to race at home, many people from Gröden will come to cheer me on, I’ll race for them too". The Ski Jumping competitions are scheduled for Saturday and Sunday, while the the Nordic Combined athletes will take part in two 10km Gundersen events on 10th and 11th January and a team sprint on Sunday 12th January.


For further information: www.fiemmeworldcup.com       


